Course restrictions:

Use the online course searching tool at: https://aplicat.upv.es/buscatiupv-app?p_idioma=i

The Course Search Tool shows the entire UPV academic offer. Some courses or degrees may be restricted by the interuniversity agreement. If this is the case, the course or degree may not appear as offered and be available to choose in the learning agreement section of the AIRE incoming online application.

Restricted programs/Course restrictions:

- The Biotechnology degree in English is closed to exchange students.

- Acceptance in Business courses for students outside the FADE School is very unlikely.

- Aerospace courses in English are only available for students with aerospace/aeronautical background.

- Acceptance in courses in design, animation, photography for students outside the Faculty of Fine Arts (FBBAA) is very unlikely. BA in Design and Creative Technologies programme has very limited vacancies and will not accept students from other UPV Schools/Faculties, as well as the MA courses offered at the FBBAA.

- ETSINF (School of Informatics) courses in English are limited to students with ETSINF as their hosting school.

- The following master programs are only available to exchange students from partner universities with specific agreement:
  - Master’s Degree in Advanced Architecture, Landscape, Urban Planning and Design
  - Master’s Degree in Landscape Architecture
  - Master’s Degree in Preservation of Architectural Heritage

Also notice that:

- Students are allowed to take courses from different Schools with a maximum of 12 credits outside their hosting school.

- UPV Schools recommend and in some cases require a minimum course load of 20 credits per semester.

- Some Schools may have some pre-requisites concerning course selection. Insufficient background may result into course denial.

- Some courses may be restricted by agreement and then will not be available or shown in the AIRE course selection section.

- It is important to make sure that the selected courses are taught in the semester the student is to come.

- When selecting courses students should bear in mind that EPSA and EPSG are located in the cities of Alcoy and Gandia respectively (around 80km from Valencia)

- Class availability cannot be confirmed until enrolment once students have arrived in UPV.

Students will have 7 days after the beginning of the semester to make changes in their course selection.